**Corrigendum to Notice**

No. NESAC/RMT-R/02/2019 dtd.29.04.2020

### In place of

Kind attention is invited to the candidates who have applied for the post of Scientific Assistant advertised vide Advertisement No. NESAC/RMT-R/02/2019 dated 24.01.2020. The list of the screened-in candidates and provisionally screened-in candidates has been uploaded on NESAC official website. The provisionally screened-in candidates must ensure and produce the Bachelor of Science (Physics as a Major/ Honours/ Main subject) Degree and mark sheets before **skill test** showing clearly the percentage of marks and division obtained failing which the candidature of the provisionally screened-in candidates will be cancelled.

### To be read as

Kind attention is invited to the candidates who have applied for the post of Scientific Assistant advertised vide Advertisement No. NESAC/RMT-R/02/2019 dated 24.01.2020. The list of the screened-in candidates and provisionally screened-in candidates has been uploaded on NESAC official website. The provisionally screened-in candidates must ensure and produce the Bachelor of Science (Physics as a Major/ Honours/ Main subject) Degree and mark sheets before **Written Test** showing clearly the percentage of marks and division obtained failing which the candidature of the provisionally screened-in candidates will be cancelled.

All other entries made in the Notice No. NESAC/RMT-R/02/2019 dtd.29.04.2020 remains unaltered.

SD/-
Director, NESAC